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For a national figure like Speaker Paul Ryan, earned media
coverage on local or cable news is a consistent reality – and
quantifying the impact of this earned media is of significant
importance to his campaign team.
For the 2016 election cycle, Speaker Ryan’s re-election campaign in Wisconsin’s First Congressional District used Deep
Root Analytics to track audience exposure to both paid and
earned media in order to maintain constant situational awareness of what information key voting constituencies were receiving on television.

By matching voter audiences to cable set-top box data in
Madison and Milwaukee, Deep Root measured how different
voting groups, like Swing Voters and Reluctant Republicans,
watched TV in Speaker Ryan’s district. This meant that the
Ryan for Congress team not only knew where ads aired and
when the Speaker was discussed in the news, but also how
many key voters were viewing TV when each event occurred.
Through the Deep Root Platform and regular reporting to
the team, Speaker Ryan’s campaign knew that its 992 television ads from October 18 – November 7 produced 7.6 million
impressions to Swing Voters in the Milwaukee and Madison
media markets combined. They also knew that Swing Voters
were 12% more likely to be watching TV when those ads
aired than the average adult in those markets.

And by using data to drive the placement of those 992 ads, the Ryan campaign served 1,696 additional ratings points to the targeted audience compared to a traditional media buy. This amounts to 2.8 million additional impressions – a value of $395,308.
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During that same time period, the campaign knew that
Speaker Ryan was mentioned on local news in the district
or on national cable programming a total of 2,501 times,
producing 9.6 million impressions on that same Swing Voter
audience. On average, Swing Voters were 9% more likely to be
watching TV when Speaker Ryan was mentioned in the news
than the average adult in the district.
Speaker Ryan’s opponent, who did not run any broadcast
television ads, was mentioned 33 times on the news during
that same time period. His mentions only accumulated to 500k
impressions to the Swing audience.
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By tracking earned media mentions on television and matching it to the television viewership data of key political audiences, the Speaker’s team not only tracked the aggregate reach
of earned media, but also saw non-traditional programming
like Late Night talk shows and even scripted TV, like New Girl
on FOX, when just under 28,000 “Reluctant Republicans” were
watching.

All told, Ryan for Congress had a complete view of the television landscape and how it was reaching the voters who
would determine the outcome of the Speaker’s re-election
campaign. Speaker Ryan went on to win with 65% of the vote
before being unanimously chosen to continue to serve as
Speaker of the House by his colleagues in Congress.

Deep Root Analytics leverages media analytics to surface hidden data insights and provides greater efficiency, effectiveness and
accountability for media buying decisions. Using proprietary methodology, Deep Root Analytics matches first-party target data to a
blended set of large-linked, multi-sourced datasets and makes available a suite of media analytics dashboards and tools, including
custom ratings, optimized media buys, ad occurrence evaluation, media mix modeling, and unduplicated reach analysis.

For more information, follow @DeepRootX and visit deeprootanalytics.com
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